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摘要: 行人重识别是指根据输入的某个行人图片, 在视频监控网络中对该行人目标进行检索. 行人的姿态变化和
监控场景的亮度变化是该任务的两个主要挑战. 针对行人的姿态变化问题, 本文首先对训练集中行人图片进行稠密
图像块采样获得图像块集合, 然后对每一个图像块提取其局部表观空间特征, 最后在此特征集上聚类得到通用的行
人部件字典. 由于该部件字典编码了行人的部件信息, 因此通过该字典内的每一个码元可以建立两幅行人图像中
特定图像块之间的对应关系. 将两幅行人图片的图像块集合分别向部件字典投影, 可以获得2幅行人图片姿态对齐
后的图像块序列. 针对监控场景的亮度变化问题, 本文在姿态对齐后的图像块上分别提取4种颜色描述子, 并将不
同颜色描述子下的图像块相似性进行分数级组合以获得更好的亮度不变性. 其中不同颜色描述子之间的组合系数
通过结构化输出支持向量机学习得到. 在常用的视点不变行人重识别 (viewpoint invariant pedestrian recognition,
VIPeR)数据集上的实验结果表明, 该方法在存在行人姿态变化和场景亮度变化干扰时获得了较好的行人重识别效
果.
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Ensemble of pose aligned features for person re-identification
WANG Jin, LIU Jie, GAO Chang-xin, SANG Nong†
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Abstract: Person re-identification is the task of finding a person of interest across a network of cameras. Pose variations
and illumination changes are two major challenges for person re-identification. In this paper, we propose a method to
tackle these two problems. For pose variations, we train a part dictionary using local appearance-spatial features extracted
from densely sampled image patches. Each codeword builds correspondence of a pair of patches to be matched between
two images. Images are then aligned by projecting to the common part dictionary. By this method, two images are
normalized into a list of corresponding patch pairs. For illumination changes, different color descriptors are extracted from
each corresponding patch pair. To obtain better invariance against illumination changes, they are finally combined on the
score level by structural output learning. Experiments on the highly challenging viewpoint invariant pedestrian recognition
(VIPeR) dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
Key words: person re-identification; pose alignment; structural SVM

1 Introduction
Person re-identification is the task of visually
matching a single person or a group in diverse scenes,
obtained from different cameras distributed over nonoverlapping scenes. It has drawn a lot of attentions in
recent years[1–3] because of its important applications
in video surveillance, such as cross-camera tracking,
multi-camera behavior analysis and pedestrian search.
However, it is a very challenging task because the appearance of an individual can be of significant difference due to the large variations of lightings, poses,
viewpoints, image resolutions and backgrounds.
Existing works solve this challenge in two possible
ways: 1) feature representation and 2) metric learning.
Features used in person re-identification can be grouped

into three categories according to the way of pose alignment: holistic features, stripe-based features and partbased features. Holistic features are computed on the
whole person detected and they ignore pose variation
problem. Stripe-based features are popular due to its
simplicity and relative effectiveness. They are calculated on horizontal stripes of equal size under the assumption that stripes at the same horizontal level represent same semantic part. Part-based features use a finely grained alignment model by accurate human parsing
which remains to be a hard problem to solve. Metric
learning aims to learn a distance metric or projecting
visual features from different views and poses into a
common feature space for matching, but most metric
learning methods learn linear transformations and the
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original feature space mainly consists of holistic features.
As we observed, the same semantic human part
looks similar in gray space and all persons are in canonical pedestrian pose. This indicates that patches of same
semantic part can form a tight cluster in appearance feature space and vertical coordinate of a patch is informative for determining which part it belongs to. Combining these prior knowledge, we propose appearancespatial feature calculated in gray space to encode each
patch and cluster them into a dictionary, by projecting
on which, we can get a pose normalized representation
for each image. Our method has better flexibility to
general pose variations and easy to implement. Experimental results show that our proposed method is very
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effective to do pose alignment.
After acquring pose normalized representations, illumination changes should also be considered. Color based features are the most commonly used appearance features for person re-identification[3–5] . With consideration of the influence of different type illumination changes, we calculate color histograms and color
names[6] in four color spaces separately and fuse them
with dense scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature in score-level to get better robustness. Furthermore, weight parameters for each feature type are learnt
in the framework of structural support vector machine
(SVM)[7] . We denote our method as ensemble of pose
aligned features (EPAF). The pipeline of EPAF is illustrated in Fig.1.

Fig. 1 The pipeline of our method, where the “codebook” is learnt using training data, and each patch in the codebook denotes a
codeword. This figure is best viewed in color.

Contributions. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) A novel pose
alignment method which combines appearance similarity and spatial constraint is proposed for person
re-identification. 2) To obtain better robustness against various illumination changes, color descriptors
are calculated in four color spaces and fused in scorelevel by structural SVM learning.

2 Related works
Recent person re-identification approaches can be
divided into two categories: feature representation
and metric learning. In the first category, the goal
is to find the invariant and distinctive representation
to describe a person image. Farenzena et al.[8] propose the symmetry-driven accumulation of local features (SDALF). They exploit the property of symmetry in pedestrian images to segment salient human
body parts and accumulate local features to obtain
better robustness to appearance variations. To address
the problem of viewpoint changes, Gray et al.[4] propose an ensemble of localized features (ELF) to obtain a better representation. To answer the question
of what features are more important for person re-

identification, Liu et al.[5] present a novel unsupervised method to weight the importance of different
features.
Several approaches are also developed to handle
pose variations[1, 9] . Cheng et al.[9] utilize the pictorial structures to estimate human body configuration
and also compute visual features based on different
body parts to cope with pose variations. Recently,
Zhao et al.[1] exploit dense patch matching to handle the misalignment problem. Although state-of-theart performance is achieved, this method is quite time
consuming. Inspired by [2], Yang et al.[3] propose
a novel salient color names based color descriptor to
describe colors and pool them to be stripe-based features.
Besides the research of robust features, metric
learning methods are also widely used in person reidentification[10–12] . Koestinger et al.[10] propose the
KISSME method which considered a log likelihood
ratio test of two Gaussian distributions, and a simplified solution was derived. Zheng et al.[11] introduce
a relative distance comparison (RDC) model to maximize the probability of a pair of true matches having
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a smaller distance than a nonmatch pair. Weinberger
et al.[12] propose the LMNN algorithm to learn a Mahanalobis distance metric for improving the knn classification. When applied to person re-identification,
metric learning algorithm’s performance is limited by
the fact that metric is based on the subtraction of misaligned feature vectors, which causes significant information loss and errors[1] .

3 Ensemble of pose aligned features
In this section we propose a new approach to address pose variations and illumination changes in person re-identification. The pipeline of our method is
illustrated in Fig.1.
3.1 Pose alignment
The objective of pose alignment is to build correspondence between same semantic parts of different persons or the same person under different camera views. We have observed two facts about human
images in person re-identification. First, the same semantic part exhibits great similarity in gray space and
color information is noise for building dense correspondence between two pedestrian images. Second,
human images are all in canonical pedestrian pose so
the position information of each patch helps to determine which part it belongs to. These two observations will guide us to form appearance-spatial feature for
pose alignment.
Appearance-spatial feature. We first convert each
image from RGB color space to gray space. A dense
grid of patches are then sampled on each human image. The patch size is 10×10 and the grid step is 4
pixels. The set of all N patches extracted from image u is denoted as P u = {pui }N
i=1 . After that, the
128-dimensional dense SIFT feature is extracted from
each patch and is denoted as aui . Finally, the vertical coordinate of each patch is augmented with aui to
form the final appearance-spatial feature which is denoted as fiu = [auT
λyiu ]T . We will demonstrate
i
the function of λ later in this paper. Here only vertical coordinate of each patch is augmented, because
human parts can be freely located in horizontal direction. Thus horizontal coordinate is useless for determining which part the patch is.
Codebook construction. Appearance-spatial features of the training set is denoted as F = {fiu |u ∈
S, i = 1, 2, · · · , N } where S is the training indices
set. While there are several methods to train the part
dictionary, we simply use K-means to cluster these
features into a codebook. We denote the codebook as
C = {ci }K
i=1 , where ci is the ith cluster center which
represents a probable meaningful part. By projecting
each image to the common part dictionary, we can get
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a pose-normalized representation for each image.
Pose normalization. Given image u, for each
word in the codebook we can find its realization in
the patch set by calculating:
gk (u) = arg min d2 (fiu , ck ),

(1)

i

where function d(·) computes the Euclidean distance.
Let’s look at the equation in more detail. As ck is the
kth cluster center in appearance-spatial feature space,
∗ T
∗
it can be written as ck = [a∗T
k λyk ] , where ak is the
∗
appearance feature and yk is the spatial feature. The
above equation can be reformulated as:
gk (u) = arg min ||aui − a∗k ||22 + λ2 (yiu − yk∗ )2 . (2)
i

From this equation we can see that λ controls the
trade-off between the appearance distance and the spatial distance. To make these two distances comparable, we scale aui to be a unit vector and normalize
yiu to the range of [0, 1]. After this stage, we get the
pose-normalized representation for image u as
N u = [pug1 (u) pug2 (u) · · · pugK (u) ],

(3)

where pugk (u) ∈ P u . This representation is a patch
list in which for two images, patches of same index
represent same semantic body part.
3.2

Color features
Apart from pose variations, illumination changes
are also main challenges for robust person re-identification. According to [13], illumination changes
based on the diagonal-offset model can be grouped
into 5 categories: light intensity change, light intensity shift, light intensity change and shift, light color
change, and light color change and shift. Different
color descriptors computed from different color models are applied to address certain type of illumination
change. We adopt three types of descriptors to represent each corresponding patch pair. They are color
histograms, color names and dense SIFT descriptors
based on RGB color space. Since there is no single color model or descriptor which has the characteristic of robustness against all types of illumination
changes, features based on four different color models including original RGB, normalized RGB, l1l2l3
and HSV are selected to compensate each other.
Different from [3] which directly concatenates all the
feature vectors derived from different color models,
we compute a distance for each type of feature and
combine them in score level. The advantage of score
fusion method is that we can clearly know which color descriptor contributes more to the performance.
Given the pose-normalized representation of image u, we extract each type of above features from
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every aligned patch. The matching feature of type t
can be denoted as
u,t
u,t
Hu,t = [hu,t
g1 (u) hg2 (u) · · · hgK (u) ],
u
where hu,t
gk (u) is extracted from patch pgk (u) . For feature type t, the distance between image u and v is
K
∑
v,t
dt (u, v) =
B(hu,t
(4)
gk (u) , hgk (u) ),
k=1

which is simply the sum of distances between matching features of each corresponding patch pair. Because hu,t
gk (u) is a histogram, we adopt Bhattacharyya
distance as the metric.
3.3 Score Fusion
To be better combined with each other, we define
the ensemble affinity model as linear combinations of
similarity measurements as follows:
{
D(u, v) = wT Φ(u, v),
Φ(u, v) = [s1 (u, v) s2 (u, v) · · · sT (u, v)]T ,
(5)
where w are the weight parameters, T is the total
number of feature types and Φ(u, v) is the new ensemble feature describing the similarity between u
and v. st is the similarity function defined as:
d2t (u, v)
),
(6)
2σ 2
where σ is a bandwidth parameter. Since the final
affinity model is a combination of several similarity
scores based on different color features, it is more robust against illumination variations than each individual similarity measure.
We formulate the person re-identification as a
ranking problem for training. Given two datasets:
probe set P = {xP,u , idP,u }U
u=1 and gallery set
G,v
G,v
V
P,u
G = {x , id }v=1 where x
is the uth image,
idP,u is its identity label and U is the total number of
images in P. Similar notations apply for variables
of gallery set G. The relevant set of probe image
= {xG,v |idG,v = idP,u }
xP,u is defined as R+
xP,u
which is a set of gallery images with same identity
as xP,u . Similarly, the irrelevant set is defined as
= {xG,v |idG,v ̸= idP,u }. We aim to learn
R−
xP,u
w that order relevant gallery images before irrelevant
ones. Since no information of the orders within relevant images or irrelevant ones is provided, the partial
order y P,u for xP,u is defined to be a V -dimensional
vector as
{
′
+1, xG,v ≺ xG,v ,
P,u
P,u
P,u
y
= {yv,v′ }, yv,v′ =
(7)
′
−1, xG,v ≻ xG,v ,
st (u, v) = exp(−

, xG,v
where xG,v is an arbitrary element of set R+
xP,u

′
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R−
,
xP,u

′

is an irrelevant image in
and
≺ xG,v
′
represents that xG,v is ranked before xG,v , and after
otherwise.
Given a partial order y P,u , we formulate the partial order feature map like [14] as
Ψ (xP,u , y P,u ) =
∑
∑

P,u ,xG,v )−Φ(xP,u ,xG,v ′ )

P,u Φ(x
yv,v
′

′

xG,v ∈R+P,u xG,v ∈R−P,u
x

xG,v

|R+P,u |·|R−P,u |
x

,

x

x

(8)
where Φ(xP,u , xG,v ) is the ensemble feature defined
in Eq.(5). In the above partial order feature map, the
difference vector of two ensemble features is added
for correct orders and subtracted otherwise. The ranking problem can be cast into a special case of n-slack
margin-rescaling structural output SVM as follows:
U
1
C ∑
ξu ,
min ||w||2 +
w,ξ 2
U u=1
s.t. ∀ ŷ P,u ∈ Y P,u \y P,u , for u = 1, · · · , U :
wT (Ψ (xP,u , y P,u ) − Ψ (xP,u , ŷ P,u )) >
∆(y P,u , ŷ P,u ) − ξu , ξu > 0,

(9)

where C is a parameter controlling the trade-off between the margin and the training error, y P,u is the
ground truth partial order for xP,u , ŷ P,u is an incorrect partial order and Y P,u is space consisting all
possible orders. The constraints in Eq.(9) claim that
the combined score of correct partial order should
be larger than that of incorrect ones by a margin,
which is determined by a loss function ∆ and slack
variable ξu . As discussed in [14], the final ranking
can be obtained simply by sorting gallery images by
{wT Φ(xP,u , xG,v )}Vv=1 in descending order.
For partial order ranking problem, the area under
curve (AUC) measure is a commonly used loss function. It calculates the portion of pairs that are ranked
in false orders by
∆(y P,u , ŷ P,u ) =
|) =
| · |R−
|Nincorrect |/(|R+
xP,u
xP,u
∑
P,u
−
+
(1 − ŷv,v
′ )/(2 · |R P,u | · |R P,u |).
x
x

v,v ′

(10)

Although there are an exponential number of constraints in Eq.(9), paper [7] shows that this problem
can be efficiently solved by a cutting plane algorithm.
The learnt weight w encodes how important the corresponding feature type is for the final performance.

4

Experiments and analysis

To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm, we conducted experiments on the highly
challenging VIPeR dataset. The final results are re-
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ported in form of cumulated matching characteristics
(CMC) curves. Additionally, the effectiveness of our
pose alignment method is evaluated. CMC curves of
individual feature types and their combinations are also provided.
Dataset. The VIPeR dataset is arguably the most
challenging dataset for person re-identification. It contains 632 individuals captured in outdoor scenarios, and
each person has two images observed from different
camera views. All images are normalized to 128 × 48
for experiments. It is particularly suitable for evaluating
pose alignment because most of the image pairs show
viewpoint change larger than 90 degrees.
Settings. In our experiments, we randomly select
half of the dataset for training and the remaining for
testing. Images from camera A are used as probe set
and those from camera B as gallery. For evaluation, we
use the average CMC over 10 trials to show the ranked
matching rates. Rank k recognition rate indicates the
percentage of the probe images with correct matches
found in the top k ranks in the 316 gallery images.
When we train the codebook, the number of words
K used in K-means is set to 300. λ in Eq.(2) is set
to 10. When computing color histograms, the number
of bins for each channel is set to 16 for all color models.
Performance Comparison. We compare our methods (EPAF) with several state-of-the-art methods
on VIPeR dataset, including SDALF [8] , PS [9] , RankBoost [2] and some metric learning methods. Comparison results are shown in Table 1. It is clear that our
method gains significant improvements. This is mainly because we utilize better pose alignment strategy to
address pose variations, and more robust feature representations to suppress illumination variations. Among
these methods for comparison, SDALF weakly aligns
each pedestrian by partitioning image into five parts
and combines three feature channels to improve the performance. The alignment result is much coarser than
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our patch-based spatially constrained pose alignment
method. PS uses pose estimation algorithm to align
each human image in part level, however, weight parameter for each part depends on human tuning. We
learn weight parameters in the framework of structural SVM which incorporates ranking loss in global
optimization. RankBoost also formulates person reidentification as a ranking problem and utilizes scorelevel fusion of several feature types, but ours shows better performance because we extract matching features
from more finely aligned patches while RankBoost uses relatively coarse stripe-based features. This implies
the importance exploiting finely aligned representations
and the effective of structural SVM training.
Table 1 VIPeR dataset: top ranked matching rates in
[%] with 316 persons
Method
[8]

SDALF
ELF[4]
PS[9]
RankBoost[2]
PRSVM[16]
LMNN[15]
ITML[15]
PRDC[15]
aPRDC[5]
EPAF

r=1

r=5

r = 10

r = 20

19.87
12.00
21.84
23.92
14.77
6.23
11.61
15.66
16.14
26.11

38.89
31.00
44.64
45.57
36.39
19.65
31.39
38.42
37.72
47.54

49.37
44.00
57.21
56.23
50.81
32.63
45.76
53.86
50.98
59.56

65.73
58.00
71.23
68.73
66.78
52.25
63.86
70.09
65.95
73.01

Analysis of pose alignment results. To show the
performance of our porposed pose alignment method,
we represent some pose alignment results for two pairs
of images in Fig.2. The first row presents the patch
matching results of different persons and the second
row is of same person. Both pairs exhibit 90 degrees
view changes and large pose variations. Patches with
same color of each coupled images are a corresponding
patch pair. From Fig.3 we can see that our spatially constrained pose alignment strategy is effective and most
patches are correctly aligned.

Fig. 2 Illustration of pose alignment results for negative image pairs (the first row) and positive image pairs (the second row).
Patches of each coupled images with same color denote same semantic human body part. This figure is best viewed
in color.
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Evaluation of single feature type and combinations. To evaluate the effectiveness of the score level
fusion strategy, we carry out experiments using individual feature channels and compare their results with
the CMC curve after fusion. From Fig.3 we can see
the best rank 1 matching rate of single feature type is
19.21%, obtained by color names based on HSV color space. However, 6.9% improvement is achieved
after feature combination. This suggests that different color descriptors from different color models are
complementary in handling illumination variations.

5 Conclusions
In this work, we propose an ensemble of pose
aligned features for person re-identification. To address the problem of pose variations, images to be
matched are aligned using a common part dictionary.
To cope with various illumination changes, color descriptors based on four color models are extracted
from pose normalized representations and combined
in the framework of structural SVM. Experiments on
challenging dataset show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm compared to the state-of-art methods.
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